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Iiitroduction

Material

As part of a general assessment of clone collections and
progeny trials in larch it was desired to study the variation
and inheritance of stem form. Beside vigour, straightness
of stem plays an important part in the evaluation of parent
trees for ~breeding.Various methods for measuring and
scoring stem form have bleen suggested by different
workers, especia~llyin connection with provenance trials.
These methods may roughly be \divided into 3 groups.
Firstly evaluation based solely on measurements: P ERRY (14),
GENYS
(4) and SHELBOURNE
i(15). Secondly evaluation baseld
solely on scoring: GP~HRN
(5), L ANGNER (9), LITTLEFIELD
and
ELIASON
(ll),and SP~EGAARD
(16) and thirdly an evaluation
based on a mixture of measurements anld scoring: FISCHER
(3).
Stem iform is usually assessed by three kinds of deviations from the straight: Crooks (sinuosity), basal sweep and
lean. I n general it is believed that crookedness is to a considerable extent genetically determined and that basal
sweep and lean are mainly the result of factors such as
wind and site.
In the current investigations of larch our aim was to find
a practical method of assessment, which at one an~dthe
Same time gave us a sufficiently ldetailed picture of the
variation in stem form, and made it possible to sort out the
least desirable parents from the point of view of crookedness. Various means of measuring crooks and basal s'weeps
have lbeen contemplated but no satisfactory method was
found, which would enable us to measure a large number
of trees within a reasonalble time.
We therefore ldecided to classify the material into 5
groups, each group being dafined and illustrated by type
trees. The distribution of trees in the 5 cl'asses was registered for each clone or progeny. These distributions were
compared and formed the basis for grading the materilal.

Stem form was scored in two clone collections of Japanese larch (Larix leptolepis) and in one of Europeian larch
(Larix decidua). Further scoring was done in a progeny
trial of Hybrid larch from controlled crossings between
parents from tlhe clone collections.
The clones were all grafted in 1953 and were thus 10
years old at the time of assessment. They represent a selection of plus trees made by Dr. C. ~SYRACH
LARSEN
(V-numbers) anld by H. B ARNER (K-number,~).
One of the clone collections of Japanese larch and that of European larch are
situatted in the Same experimental fiel~dat the State Forest
Plant Breeding Station a t Humlebaek. The soil here is of
a rather heavy, clayish nature. The seconld clone collection
of Japanese larch and the progeny trial of the hybrids are
a few kilometers (aparta t Viborg State 'Forest ~districtin the
central ipart of Jutland. The soil here is lighter and more
sandy and the climate of a more continental type with
heavier frosts and stronger winds bhan that of Humlebaek.
The two clone collections of Japanese larch are duplicates.
The lay-outs of the clone collections and the progeny
trial are as follows: Clone collections:
1. Humleblaek, Birkemarken: Randomized block design with
3 replications and 4 trees per plot. Number of clones is
for Japanese larch, 32, and for European larch, 27. Planting ldistance: 3 X 3 m.
2. Vi~borg~district:Randomized ~blockdesign with 2 replications and 6 trees per plot. 33 clones an~dplanting distance, 3 X 3 m.
Progeny trial, Viborg district:
Randomized block design with 3 replic~ationsanid 50 trees
per plot. 39 progenies of which 5 are replicated twice only.
The ~progeniesconsist of two grou~psof halfsibs of 19 and

